Intensive treatment of speech disorders in robin sequence: a case report
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To describe the speech of a patient with Pierre Robin Sequence (PRS) and severe speech disorders before and after participating in an Intensive Speech Therapy Program (ISTP). Methods: The ISTP consisted of two daily sessions of therapy over a 36-week period, resulting in a total of 360 therapy sessions. The sessions included the phases of establishment, generalization, and maintenance. A combination of strategies, such as modified contrast therapy and speech sound perception training, were used to elicit adequate place of articulation. The ISTP addressed correction of place of production of oral consonants and maximization of movement of the pharyngeal walls with a speech bulb reduction program. Therapy targets were addressed at the phonetic level with a gradual increase in the complexity of the productions hierarchically (e.g., syllables, words, phrases, conversation) while simultaneously addressing the velopharyngeal hypodynamism with speech bulb reductions. Results: Re-evaluation after the ISTP revealed normal speech resonance and articulation with the speech bulb. Nasoendoscopic assessment indicated consistent velopharyngeal closure for all oral sounds with the speech bulb in place. Conclusion: Intensive speech therapy, combined with the use of the speech bulb, yielded positive outcomes in the rehabilitation of a clinical case with severe speech disorders associated with velopharyngeal dysfunction in Pierre Robin Sequence.
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INTRODUCTION

Pierre Robin Sequence (PRS) is characterized by the presence of micrognathia, glossoptosis, and cleft palate occurring in isolation or associated with other syndrome. Problems often associated with PRS include airway obstruction and feeding difficulties, which are more severe in the neonatal period. The manifestation of these difficulties in children occurs heterogeneously and may cause severe asphyxia, which can lead to death if not promptly treated. Cleft palate can be present in 90% of PRS cases, with 70% involving extensive, complete U-shaped clefts and 30% involving narrow, V-shaped clefts. Since the presence of a cleft palate can have a negative impact on speech, primary palatoplasty is recommended as soon as possible and ideally should be conducted within the first year of life. The presence of airway obstruction and feeding difficulty, however, can have an impact on the timing of surgery, considering that normal breathing and feeding are required prior to surgery. According to Prado et al., hypernasality after primary palatoplasty in patients with PRS can vary between 26% and 53% depending on the surgical technique used. Velopharyngeal dysfunction (VPD) can involve a structural etiology, such as insufficient tissue, and a functional etiology, such as velopharyngeal hypodynamism.

Correction of velopharyngeal insufficiency requires physical treatment (surgery or a pharyngeal obturator), whereas correction of velopharyngeal hypodynamism (VPH) can only be accomplished with behavioral treatment (speech therapy). Velopharyngeal insufficiency and hypodynamism critically impact middle ear functioning and speech production, both resulting in a disorder known as cleft palate speech, which is characterized by the presence of hypernasality, audible nasal air emission, weak intra-oral pressure, and use of atypical place of articulation (compensatory articulation). Whenever the disorder involves errors of speech sound production and/or velopharyngeal mislearning (particularly velopharyngeal hypodynamism), speech therapy is the only option to establish intelligible speech.

For children presenting velopharyngeal dysfunction after palatal repair, the timing of primary palatoplasty may be delayed considering that normal breathing and feeding must be established prior to surgery. The longer the delay in establishing a functional velopharyngeal mechanism, the higher the risk for development of velopharyngeal hypodynamism, that is, because speech development requires control of different amounts of air pressure for adequate sound production, coupling of the oral and nasal cavities associated with backling of the tongue predispose children with PRS to produce speech using compensatory mechanisms, leading to velopharyngeal mislearning for speech. Behavioral management of velopharyngeal mislearning for speech in this population requires adequate, specialized, intensive speech therapy. Golding-Kushner, suggests that the success of speech therapy is directly associated with the frequency at which the activities proposed during therapy are adequately practiced. The literature addressing speech therapy interventions for children with cleft palate is limited, particularly regarding information related to intensive treatment. Lima et al., Pamplona et al., and Pinto reported treatment outcome that supports the importance of conducting intensive speech therapy to resolve speech disorders associated with cleft lip and palate (CLP). Another study reported the findings for a 16-year-old patient with VPD treated with speech bulb associated with a 20-week-long speech therapy program, and showed adequacy of speech nasality previously classified as hypernasal. More recently, a doctoral dissertation reported speech outcome for 67 patients with history of cleft palate before and after an intensive speech therapy program (ISTP) to correct the use of glottal stop (GS) and pharyngeal fricative (PF). After the ISTP, adequate oral place of articulation for all targets was observed in 39% of the patients, whereas reduced use of GS and PF was noted in 48% of the patients, thereby revealing improved articulatory production for most of the patients. Only 13% of the patients in the ISTP maintained the same speech errors they presented prior to participating in the therapy. These findings suggest a correlation between correction or improvement of articulatory production and ISTP. Nonetheless, the optimal duration and intensity of therapy to correct speech disorders associated with CLP still need further investigation.

The objective of this case report is to describe the unique features of the intensive therapeutic approach implemented for management of the communication disorders associated with velopharyngeal dysfunction in a patient with PRS and history of cleft palate. The efficacy of the intensive speech therapy program, however, could not be established in this single subject study. More specifically, a case control was not possible for comparison and, because the data were retrieved retrospectively, the control of variables such as exact duration of each therapy and the specific strategies implemented by the mother during home practice were not registered. Therefore, this case report characterizes an uncontrolled descriptive report of events and outcomes in a single case (ASHA, 2017a) and does not propose to test a hypothesis.

CASE REPORT

This case report was approved by the Ethics Committe of Hospital de Reabilitação de Anomalias Craniofaciais at the Universidade de São Paulo (HRAC-USP) (Protocol: CAEE-35213414.6.0000.5441) and has been written as an individual study describing the intervention approach used in the ISTP implemented at the Palatal Prosthesis Services (PPS) for management of severe speech disorders associated with velopharyngeal hypodynamism. Individual studies are important sources of evidence that can guide treatment decisions, particularly when clinical practice guidelines or systematic reviews are not available (ASHA, 2017b). Therefore, the objective of this case report was to describe the management of speech disorders associated with CLP and velopharyngeal hypodynamism for a patient with PRS submitted to an intensive speech therapy program involving the use of speech bulb for management of velopharyngeal dysfunction.

Measures of speech nasality and articulatory production, as established by a speech language-pathologist (SLP), and identification of displacement of the velopharyngeal structures (rated by a single SLP during nasoendoscopy) were used to compare speech outcome before and after treatment in this case report. The patient studied presented incomplete cleft palate,
micrognathia and glossoptosis and was diagnosed with PRS. According to the information verified in the patient’s medical records, the primary palatoplasty had to be postponed until the age of three years and 11 months because of respiratory and feeding difficulties associated with PRS. Between three and six years of age, the patient underwent periodic speech and hearing clinical evaluations at the institution where she received surgical treatment. Review of the medical records indicated that between three and six years of age, the patient’s speech was already characterized by the use of atypical place of production (glottal stop), weak intraoral air pressure, and moderate hypernasality. The patient was referred for speech therapy to be conducted in her hometown with the primary goal of managing the articulatory errors; however, according to the mother, the patient did not receive speech therapy because of shortage of speech-language pathologists in their hometown.

The patient was continuously monitored by an otolaryngologist because of continuous complaints of recurrent ear infections. At the age of four, pressure equalizing tubes were placed in both ears. The diagnosis of VPD with both insufficiency and learning etiologies was established when the patient was 7 years old. At that time, the use of a speech bulb combined with speech therapy were recommended to correct the insufficiency, velopharyngeal mislearning, and hypodynamism.

At the age of eight, the patient presented persistent hearing complaints and a tympanoplasty was conducted in the right ear. At the age of nine, a tympanoplasty was conducted in the left ear. Audiological evaluations revealed moderate mixed hearing loss bilaterally. This diagnosis led to a recommendation for the use of an Individual Sound Amplification Device (AASI), bilaterally.

The mother also reported difficulties in school performance. These difficulties were often due to the patient’s recurring ear infections and need to attend hospital appointments for treatment, causing absences from school. The patient also experienced difficulties interacting with other children because of reduced speech intelligibility and hearing loss.

At 10 years and eight months of age, the patient returned for an evaluation at the hospital to determine her progress in speech development. Even with an installed speech bulb the patient continued to demonstrate moderate hypernasality and replacement of all oral plosive, fricative and affricate sounds with glottal stops. Nasoendoscopic evaluation revealed absence of movement of the pharyngeal walls and reduced movement of the soft palate, with a large velopharyngeal gap, featuring hypodynamic velopharynx along with consistently posteriorized tongue positioning(4,17).

Owing to the lack of speech therapy in the patient’s hometown, the family agreed to participate in an Intensive Speech Therapy Program (ISTP) at the PPS of HRAC-USP. The family was able to obtain resources to continue the treatment in the city of Bauru (away from their hometown) from funding provided by Healthcare Services. Before the ISTP, a speech assessment was conducted by a single SLP, not involved in the treatment and experienced in the diagnosis and treatment of speech disorders associated with VPD. As reported by the SLP, the patient presented with a speech disorder characterized by moderate hypernasality and replacement of the oral sounds /k/, /s/, /z/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/, /tʃ/, /dz/, /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /g/, /f/, and /v/ with glottal stops, as well as distortion of the sounds /l/, /r/, /k/.

Prior to starting the ISTP, a new speech bulb was installed to establish structural conditions for velopharyngeal sufficiency and also to be used as a strategy to foster movement of the velum and pharyngeal walls. At the age of 11 the patient returned to school while attending the ISTP.

A total of 360 sessions of therapy were conducted by two speech therapists under the supervision of a senior SLP experienced in the treatment of velopharyngeal hypodynamism. The program consisted of two daily 30-minute sessions over a 9-month period, resulting in a total of 36 weeks of treatment. The initial goals of the ISTP were to provide this patient with three months of intensive treatment consisting of frequent revaluations and to prepare the child to continue therapy at her hometown. However, the family chose to live near the craniofacial center to continue the intensive therapy program, resulting in a total of nine months of intervention.

The focus of therapy was to facilitate oral place of articulation and promote velopharyngeal closure for speech in order to correct speech nasality. As proposed in most approaches for treatment of speech sound disorders, therapy began at the establishment phase and progressed to the generalization and maintenance phases. Therapeutic approaches similar to the one used in this ISTP have been described in the literature(6,8,9,11). Golding-Kushner(4,13) particularly, describes strategies for correction of glottal stops involving the target approximation model for controlling articulatory production to elicit adequate displacement of the velopharyngeal function. Some authors also contributed suggestions regarding therapy intensity, frequency, target selection, and use of facilitators to elicit adequate articulatory production(6,14). The utilization of strategies for correcting the use of post uvular place of articulation, such as GS and PF, combined with a bulb reduction program to correct velopharyngeal hypodynamism are still not well described in the literature(17).

The approach involved eliciting the adequate oral place of articulation for all sounds while focusing on the elements lacking or overproduced in the patient’s repertoire, starting at the phonetic level and increasing the complexity of the productions hierarchically (e.g., syllables, words, phrases/sentences, stories, conversation). Speech sound perception training was used to stabilize the new speech pattern while contrasting it with the old speech pattern. Facilitating cues (auditory, visual, and tactile) were used to promote self-monitoring of speech and self-correction of errors. Two SLPs alternated implementing the daily therapies under the guidance of a senior SLP experienced in behavioral treatment of velopharyngeal hypodynamism and correction of atypical place of articulation. The mother was prepared to reinforce the practice of well-established speech targets.

To address the velopharyngeal hypodynamism, a modified contrast therapy approach was used to develop awareness of oral and nasal levels of sound pressure, as well as the presence and absence of nasal air emission during each level of speech production. Initially the targets were practiced with and without the speech bulb (bulb 1) in place. Once nasal air escape was eliminated with the original speech bulb (bulb 1), a slightly
smaller bulb (bulb 2) was used with the modified contrast therapy approach. The contrast was implemented alternating between the larger (bulb 1) and the smaller (bulb 2) speech bulbs, until all oral speech sounds were produced with adequate place of articulation and without nasal air emission while using the smaller bulb (bulb 2).

Considering the history of micrognathism and glossoptosis, the risk for unheard backing of the tongue and use of post-uvular place of articulation were carefully monitored by nasoendoscopic evaluation of the velopharyngeal function for speech. Nasoendoscopy was used to monitor velopharyngeal closure (with the speech bulb in place) and as a biofeedback to provide the patient with awareness of displacement of the velum and pharyngeal walls during guided speech productions (Figure 1). Once velopharyngeal closure against the smaller speech bulb (bulb 2) was observed, a slightly smaller bulb (bulb 3) was introduced and the contrast was again implemented alternating between bulb 2 and bulb 3 until oral sounds were produced without nasal air emission using the smallest bulb (bulb 3). The process was repeated once again with bulb 4 (smaller than bulb 3) and bulb 5 (smaller than bulb 4). The patient reached maximum displacement of the pharyngeal walls without nasal air emission and with adequate oral place of production with bulb 5, that is, during the 36 weeks of intensive treatment a total of four bulb reductions were implemented in this patient.

The outcome of the ISTP was monitored with auditory-perceptual evaluation and nasoendoscopic assessment of the velopharyngeal function during speech production. The same speech therapist who conducted the auditory-perceptual assessment before the ISTP conducted the evaluation at the 9-month daily intervention. The findings revealed normal resonance and adequate oral articulation of speech sounds. The nasoendoscopic evaluation of the velopharyngeal function, after the ISTP, revealed consistent velopharyngeal closure during production of oral sounds with the smallest size speech bulb in place.

Figure 1. Superior view of the velopharynx during the nasoendoscopic evaluation. (A) Velopharyngeal mechanism at REST without speech bulb; (B) Velopharyngeal mechanism at REST with BULB 1 (largest) BEFORE the Intensive Speech Therapy Program (REST-BEFORE ISTP); (C) Velopharyngeal mechanism at REST with BULB 5 (smallest) AFTER the Intensive Speech Therapy Program (REST-AFTER ISTP); (D) Velopharyngeal mechanism during speech indicating CLOSURE with BULB 5 (smallest) at the end of the Intensive Speech Therapy Program (SPEECH-AFTER ISTP)
DISCUSSION

A critical component of speech development in individuals with cleft lip and palate is the age at which a primary palatoplasty is performed. In this case study, the surgery to correct the cleft was delayed because of the respiratory difficulties associated with micrognathia and glossophtosis compromising the development of speech and hearing in this patient with Pierre Robin Sequence. The cleft was not operated until the patient was approximately four years old, and the patient remained with velopharyngeal dysfunction until 10 years of age, leading to a hypodynamic velopharynx with persisting use of glottal stops and pharyngeal fricatives. Notably, the patient did not receive speech therapy until she was 10 years old, particularly because of lack of specialized speech therapy in her hometown.

The combination of intensive speech therapy and speech bulb reduction for this patient required the collaboration of an interdisciplinary team including SLPs, dentists, plastic surgeons, and psychologists. In this case, the involvement of the patient and her mother in treatment decision and planning was essential to ensure adherence, considering that the intensive program required commitment to daily practice.

Intensive treatment for correction of cleft palate speech, described in this case report and in the literature, is important for populations that do not have access to specialized treatment in their hometowns. Correction of speech mislearning associated with VPD is complex and requires strategies that involve contrasting the old with the new speech patterns while alternating between different sizes of speech bulbs to address velopharyngeal hypodynamism.

The history of this patient corroborates the importance of prevention of atypical speech errors (such as replacement of oral speech sounds with glottal stops) in order to reduce the burden of care involved in the management of CLP. Timing and successful outcome of primary palatoplasty play an important role in the development of adequate speech and should be a priority at most craniofacial centers. Whereas treatment of passive speech errors, such as nasal air emission and hypernasality (obligatory in the presence of VPD and unoperated cleft palate), requires physical management for establishment of the possibility of velopharyngeal closure during speech, management of articulatory errors involving the use of atypical post-uvular place of production (compensatory articulation) can be prevented, or at least minimized. Phonetic-based, parent-administered treatment approaches such as the corrective babbling speech treatment program, have been shown to help reduce cleft-related speech errors in some children with history of cleft palate and velopharyngeal dysfunction.

FINAL COMMENTS

In this case report, it was possible to observe that the patient demonstrated typical resonance and normal articulatory production after an ISTP involving a considerably large number of sessions (360) offered within a period of nine months. Late and unsuccessful primary palatoplasty, as well as lack of adequate speech therapy intervention, can explain the complexity of this case. Intensive speech therapy for treatment of speech disorders associated with VPD is not always a viable option for patients who do not have access to treatment in craniofacial centers or specialized care in their hometowns. In cases where there is a possibility of a partnership between the craniofacial team and speech therapists in the patient’s hometown, a speech therapy program can be implemented using an alternative method such as the Tele-Partnership. The use of Teletherapy can be valuable in training specialists and beneficial in minimizing the use of public resources.
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